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Abstract. Authorea is a collaborative platform for writing in research
and education, with a focus on web-first, high quality scientific docu-
ments.
We offer a tour through our integration of technologies that evolve math-
rich papers into transparent, active objects. To enumerate, we currently
employ Pandoc and LaTeXML (for authoring), MathJax (for math ren-
dering and clipboard), D3.js (data visualization), iPython (computa-
tion), Flotchart and Bokeh (interactive plots).
This paper presents the challenges and rewards of integrating active web
components for mathematics, while preserving backwards-compatibility
with classic publishing formats. We conclude with an outlook to the
next-to-come mathematics enhancements on Authorea, and a technology
wishlist for the coming year.
An “active” version of this paper, demonstrating the discussed features
can be found at [GJP15].

1 Introduction

The motivation behind creating Authorea has been to help streamline academic
collaboration in writing any flavor of scientific documentation, notably research
papers aimed at passing peer-review and getting published as scientific proceed-
ings. While the authorship and submission experience comes first, a goal that
comes close second is to also increase the openness of the scientific process, using
the final publication as a “looking glass” into the practices and data collection
which happened “behind the scenes”.

We proceed to motivate why transparent research has superior properties
and use “live mathematics” as one example of how Authorea enables it.

The core of the transparency problem is that we are still using the origi-
nal publishing metaphor for documents, dating back to the innovations of 16th
century Galileo Galilei, while simultaneously working on 21st century projects
which are potentially large-scale, high-dimensional, multi-author and/or inter-
nationally distributed [GPB+14]. The usual scientific document submitted to
academic venues today is still oriented towards the printed page, remains opaque
to the underlying data, of which it presents static snapshots, and is constrained
by page count and margin sizes, often preventing it from providing sufficient
detail of methodology and experimental setup.



This disconnect between experimental results and publications offers room
for unintentional bias and experimental defects to remain unnoticed, making it
difficult for reviewers to verify, and for follow-up experiments to continue the
work in question. Studies have shown that even journals of the highest impact
factors are vulnerable to retractions – see Fig. 1 for an illustration derived in
[FC11]. In 2015 we have also observed a stream of high-profile retractions from
some of the best scored journals that illustrate this problem, as tracked and
discussed on the website3 of the recent Retraction Watch initiative [MO11].

Fig. 1. As shown in [FC11]: “Correlation between impact factor and retraction
index. The 2010 journal impact factor (37) is plotted against the retraction index
as a measure of the frequency of retracted articles from 2001 to 2010 (see text
for details). Journals analyzed were Cell, EMBO Journal, FEMS Microbiology
Letters, Infection and Immunity, Journal of Bacteriology, Journal of Biological
Chemistry, Journal of Experimental Medicine, Journal of Immunology, Jour-
nal of Infectious Diseases, Journal of Virology, Lancet, Microbial Pathogenesis,
Molecular Microbiology, Nature, New England Journal of Medicine, PNAS, and
Science.”

3 http://retractionwatch.com, seen June 2015

http://retractionwatch.com


1.1 Facets of Transparency

To contrast, we offer a brief enumeration of the positive impact of the trans-
parency of methodology and data on the scientific process:

Reproducibility Correctly repeating an experiment, or reproducing a proof,
while arriving at the same results is foundational for establishing scientific truths.
That is only possible for third-party scientists if the process is described in full
detail in the original publication. That includes a range of diverse techniques,
from experimental protocols and equipment specifications to exact computa-
tional methods and programs, as well as mathematical proof steps and deriva-
tions.

Reusability Building on, as well as improving, results achieved in prior work
depends on first being able to reproduce them, and then being able to modify
each step with enhancements or customization relevant to the follow-up exper-
iment. That is only possible if there are no “black box” components in the
methodology, i.e. where any step is open to both scrutiny and modification.

Accessibility While classically referring to people with disabilities, we use the
term “scientific accessibility” in a broader sense. The dissemination of published
works could be limited not only by impairments of the reader, but also by a
language barrier (both geographically and in terms of terminology and mathe-
matical notation used in different fields), by a technological barrier (e.g. use of
closed, proprietary standards or badly maintained custom tools) as well as data
blackouts (e.g. disconnect from the underlying datasets summarized by a paper’s
figures and tables).

Availability A substantial prerequisite for using a published result as a building
block for follow-up work is the ease of access and quality of curation of all
referenced materials and datasets. This could be problematic if resources are
located behind institutional “paywalls” or restrictive copyright licenses, are too
old to be in digital form, or simply remain unavailable for public review due to
being considered too minor to be of importance.

1.2 Live Mathematics

The vision of “Live Mathematics”, is a subset of the feature set captured by
the “Active Documents Paradigm” for STEM [KCD+11]. We aim to enhance
the transparency of mathematical content, by providing the capabilities to at-
tach underlying numerical data, to encode the mathematical properties as tar-
geted programs, embedded in the document, and by feeding that active data
into interactive visualization engines, allowing for an exhaustive and immersive
understanding of the objects of analysis.



In this paper, we demonstrate an integration of technologies aimed to “il-
lustrate” and “expose” the mathematical content to readers. We are not cover-
ing technologies aimed to assist with “verifying” or “co-deriving” mathematical
results, such as proof-assistants and automated theorem provers, although we
consider them viable future integration projects with Authorea.

The preprint of this paper, and simultaneously the demonstration of all de-
scribed capabilities, are cross-hosted on Authorea and can be found at [GJP15].

2 Textual Mathematics

Authorea supports writing of web-first scientific texts in MarkDown (via Pandoc
[Mac15]) and LaTeX (via LaTeXML [GSMK11]). Both utilize the battle-proven
LATEX syntax for mathematical formulas, which has become the ubiquitous ap-
proach to entering mathematics on the web.

In order to display the equations in all modern browsers, Authorea relies on
the MathJaX polyfill engine [Cer12], as there are still browsers which do not yet
natively render MathML, the mathematics sub-standard in HTML5. Using web-
born mathematics has already allowed us to add editing-oriented math services,
such as a math-aware word count and MathJaX’s math clipboard.

Example 1. As an example, we write down the probability density of the normal
distribution:

ϕ(x, µ, σ) = 1√
2πσ2

e− (x−µ)2

2σ2 (1)

3 Interactive Plots

In printed publications, static plots of mathematical objects are commonly pro-
vided in order to better demonstrate key properties. While that technique goes a
long way, when dimensionality increases it is not possible to contain all relevant
information in a single static snapshot. The ability to observe changes with the
variation of parameters, or to filter down to specific dimensions of interest, is a
powerful tool in developing a full understanding.

With adding interactivity, we depart the printed page metaphor and focus on
web documents. For completeness, we remark that interactive Authorea figures
and plots are intended to export to classic PDF documents, with a user-selected
static snapshot as a substitute for the live figure.

The ubiquitous method for creating interactive HTML5 content is by using
active components written in JavaScript. Prior to active documents, there have
been solutions created as desktop applications and used as tools independent
from the published work, e.g. GeoGebra [Ven09]. Currently, there are both cus-
tom applications leveraging the open HTML5 standards, such as DLMF’s use of



WebGL plots for visualizing Complex Function Surfaces [SAWM15], and a vari-
ety of community efforts for creating standard libraries for interactive plots. Au-
thorea already provides quick-start templates for two of those libraries: Flotchart
[Lau15] and Bokeh [dV15].

A demonstration of using Flotchart to explore the effects of changing the
normal distribution’s mean and standard deviation can be found at [GJP15].

Fig. 2. Exploring the Normal Distribution from Equation 1 in Flot.js

4 Visualizing Data

A different interactive technique is to explore an underlying dataset, in order
to empirically verify whether it follows a proposed model. In mathematics, an
example would be sampling from probability distributions, or trying to fit a
claimed to be normally distributed dataset (such as the height of a population
of people) against the normal distribution. By being able to explore datasets



directly in the paper describing them, both reviewers and readers have a more
powerful handle on the properties inherent to the data. While open to other al-
ternatives, Authorea currently offers support for this workflow via D3.js [Bos15],
as well as a quick-start template and help articles.

An example of a D3.js figure, sampling from the normal distribution, can be
seen in the web version of this paper [GJP15].

Fig. 3. Sampling from the Normal Distribution in Equation 1, via D3.js [Bos15]

5 Embedded Computational Objects

The last workflow we want to cover is close to the heart of computational and
modeling results.

Traditionally, a paper would hint at a dataset, provide pseudo-code for the
algorithm behind a model, and then provide a static plot that matches the math-
ematical expectations with experimental observations. In our “live math” fea-
tures, we now also provide a capacity for “live algorithms”, by enabling iPython
Notebooks [PG07] in Authorea. The literal programming approach of iPython
allows for a narrative exposition of an algorithm, alongside its actual implemen-
tation. Our Authorea integration also provides capabilities to directly embed,
or download, a dataset of interest in order to perform live experiments, as a



reader is exploring the paper. Unlike JavaScript solutions, the iPython route
also provides standardized and well-maintained scientific libraries, such as SciPy
and NumPy [LK13], which are easier to review and trust.

At Authroea, we remain open to embedding other scientific computational
tools, as long as they have a transparent engine and data model. In fact, sup-
porting the different data needs of the diverse academic communities is one of
our long-term goals.

The current setup of adding computation to Authorea articles is one we refer
to as “embedded blocks”. The author creates a static figure and attaches an
iPython notebook “behind” it, which can be activated on demand. Ideally, the
static figure represents the result of the iPython computation. This “computation
behind figures“ is a more general technique: we can also imagine “computation
behind theorems” where authors would attach formal proofs in a proof-assistant
behind their natural language counterparts.

In [GJP15], we also provide a simple iPython example of computing and
plotting the normal distribution.

Fig. 4. Computing with the Normal Distribution in iPython [PG07]. Example
taken from http://www.arachnoid.com/IPython/normal_distribution.png

http://www.arachnoid.com/IPython/normal_distribution.png


6 The Authorea Publication Life-cycle

We briefly discuss the life-cycles of mathematical content on Authorea, as sup-
ported by the current implementation and necessitated by the publishing work-
flows in academia.

6.1 Authoring Life-cycle

An Authorea paper mimics the life-cycle of classic publications. An author can
designate each stage of their paper as “rough draft”, “working draft”, “preprint”,
“peer-reviewed” and “postprint”.

Each stage is intended to be a realized as a versioned tag, allowing for both
a transparent understanding of the writing process – by examining the writing
history – as well as for a clean handle on each life-cycle stage. This increases
the potential compatibility with copyright policies, where the preprint can be
offered as a free public open-access copy, while the authors continue to improve
the latest peer-reviewed version towards the final postprint copy, both of which
may (unfortunately) need to remain behind a publication “paywall”. While we see
no technology barrier to “living papers” that continue to be constantly improved
on Authorea, without ever being considered “finished”, our current focus is on
publications that are considered finished after all peer-review remarks have been
addressed.

6.2 Identifiers and Notability

First, we consider all modalities of content (mathematical formulas, tables, fig-
ures, etc.) as components of the published scientific work. A successful scientific
study concludes with a written publication, which acts as its identifier to the
wider scientific community, usually realized via a DOI identifier for the pro-
ceedings, and a unique URL for the Authorea preprint.4 We remain open and
compatible with combining supplementary data and information as attachments
to the main Authorea paper. In cases where the data surpasses either certain
size or notability thresholds, we consider it deserving of a separate DOI identifier
and publication, and envision a paradigm of “active citations” of such datasets.
By that we understand that a citation to an external dataset, when connected
to an Authorea active figure, could dynamically compute views into the external
experimental data summarized by the figure. While “active citations” are not yet
available on our platform, they are part of the Authorea vision going forward.

To summarize, we expect scientific bodies of work of sufficient notability to
receive unique identifiers, with independent recognition for data, descriptions
and tools, and expect a rich computational interplay between them in the fore-
seeable future.
4 Work is in progress for minting separate DOI identifiers also for Authorea preprints.



6.3 Sharing Life-cycle

The sharing life-cycle is an independent, orthogonal, dimension to authoring.
During each authoring stage, the paper can receive feedback and peer-review, in
the form of localized comments. Authorea allows customizable privacy for this
workflow, and can enable access for a variety of third-parties – from co-authors
and colleagues, to anonymous reviews and social media feedback. Crucially, we
allow sharing of concrete components of a paper, by allowing e.g. localized links
to individual formulas, figures, citations, etc. by utilizing URL fragment identi-
fiers.

6.4 Technology Life-cycle

A common concern in adopting cutting-edge tools is the shelf life of their tech-
nology stack. Indeed, as technology keeps evolving, older projects may “bitrot”
to an extent where they are impossible to casually use, as programming lan-
guages, operating systems and web resources move on. We have two responses
to this concern.

Shelf-life affects everything Technology is not an exception to an otherwise
stable and reliably constant set of scientific communication tools and practices.
Both mathematical notation [Caj30] and natural language itself [PTHS12] con-
tinuously reinvent themselves at the margins of cultural memory. We observe
a natural evolutionary process, where natural selection reaffirms the useful and
discards the erroneous or the unneeded.

Science reinvents itself Of course, recognizing the natural nature of the pro-
cess does not equate to claiming archival is an unimportant goal. In fact, we
would go as far as to take for granted an acceptance of the universal value of
archival, in cultural, scientific and historic terms. We would consider it a part
of our “Accessibility“ discussion in Section 1.1, where we tried to justify that
transparent and open methodologies provide the needed foundation for accessi-
bility.

This is also our approach to the archival problem in technology - using open
standards for representation (e.g. HTML5) and open tools for computation (e.g.
D3.js, iPython) provides a solid foundation for recovering the original content
and functionality of a 21st century publication for the archaeologist of the next
millennium.

7 Conclusion

We presented a single-system integration of “Live Mathematics” tools in Au-
thorea. The added value to each component is two-fold. First, we provide a
comprehensive authoring experience, where we attempt to streamline and sim-
plify writing different types of active mathematical content. Second, and more



importantly, by committing to open standards and technologies, we increase the
transparency of the scientific process, while at the same time automating the
dual nature of publications as printed proceedings and “live” active documents
on the web. The final paper’s data, mathematics and algorithms are inter- and
intra-connected, becoming a self-contained and reliable nutshell of the successful
scientific process.

7.1 Future work

The bulk of our future efforts will be invested in improving the authoring ex-
perience and streamlining the different interactivity components on Authorea.
We want to have the smallest set of authoring languages independently existing
in the same workflow. We plan on achieving that by adding structural editing
components that hide high difficulty low-level components, as well as by adding
conventions and best-practices that help streamline common usecases. Addition-
ally, we want to have all data and computation cleanly accessible during both
authoring and consumption of the final publication.

Going in a different direction, we want to talk to more scientists, from a di-
verse range of fields, and look into embedding 21st century transparent workflows
with their best web components for interactivity and data analysis.

In the long run, we would like to have an intuitive and minimalistic au-
thoring experience, with “live” components auto-generated on demand, for each
mathematical equation. Examples are on-demand interactive plots of computable
functions, as well as quick-starting an iPython notebook from the math content
of a paper’s section, potentially as a new playground for follow-up work. We
already offer easy cloning of existing interactive mathematics, via “forking” the
underlying git repository of an Authorea article.

7.2 Technology Wishlist

1. For accessibility purposes, it would be great if all major browsers support
MathML a year from now, so that we could compartmentalize our use of
JavaScript to be for interactivity only.

2. It is great that standard JavaScripts APIs for interacting with data are
beginning to emerge, and we are looking forward to them maturing and
ideally becoming independent of the concrete libraries that implement them.

3. We are also looking forward to advances in responsive interactivity, which
make it easier to provide active mathematical widgets on mobile and tablet
devices. As their computational resources are much weaker than the desktop,
it may be interesting to investigate sever-side workflows that precompute
most of the necessary functions.
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